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a b s t r a c t

In terms of convenience requirements, mobility has been one of the most important services for pay-TV

systems. In 2009, Yang and Chang proposed an authentication protocol for mobile devices using elliptic

curves cryptography (ECC) and claimed that their mechanism is secure and efficient using in mobile pay-

TV systems. In this paper, we demonstrate that their protocol still is insecure for authentication without

password protection and performs inefficiently. Therefore, we offer an anonymous authentication

protocol (AAP) to solve the performance issue and insecure risks. In addition, we present an analysis of our

protocol to show that our protocol suits better for applications with higher security requirements and low

power-consuming devices.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the integration of wireless communication and pay-TV,
mobile broadcast TV technologies have advanced noticeably in
recent years (Allamandri et al., 2007; ETSI, 2004, 2005; Fabio et al.,
2007; Faria et al., 2006; Gallery and Tomlinson, 2005; Gardikis
et al., 2008; Kornfeld and May, 2007; Lee et al., 2000; Ollikainen,
2006; Song and Korba, 2003; Sun and Leu, 2009). Especially, how to
promise authorized subscribers a secure access and keep unauthor-
ized subscribers from illegitimate accesses in mobile broadcast TV
services has become an important issue. Typically, Conditional
Access System (CAS) supports this mechanism. There are two main
parts in CAS: (1) head end system (HES) and (2) numerous
receivers. The structure of CAS is shown in Fig. 1 and the statements
are described as follows:
�
 Head end system (HES): HES is a system sending broadcast TV
services to receivers.

�
 Receiver: A receiver is a subscriber device with a CAS module

used for access control.

�
 SAS/SMS: Subscriber Authorization System and Subscriber

Management System are subsystems responsible for subscriber
authorization and management; its works include key manage-
ment, user authentication, entitlement messages delivery,
subscriber information management and rights management.
ll rights reserved.
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�
 Encrypter/decrypter: Encrypter is a component for enciphering
Control Word (CW), keys, or sensitive information, and Decryp-
ter employs the reverse engineering of encrypter.

�
 Multiplexer (MUX)/Demultiplexer (DEMUX): MUX is a component

for multiplexing A/V, data or IP into MPEG-2 transport stream,
and DEMUX employs the reverse engineering of MUX.

�
 Scrambler/Descrambler: Scrambler is a component for signal

scrambling, and descrambler employs the reverse engineering
of Scrambler.

�
 Transmitter (TX)/Receiving module (RX): TX is a subsystem for

signal transmission, and RX is a subsystem for signal receiving.

�
 ECM/EMM: ECM and EMM are defined by DVB (ETSI, 2004) as

two conditional access messages, namely Entitlement Control
Message (ECM) and Entitlement Management Message.

Pay-TV systems supply receivers with many different services.
The CAS generally performs these services in two modes, namely
broadcast and interactive mode. In the broadcast mode, A HES
broadcasts the service messages via a SAS/SMS, Encrypter, MUX,
Scrambler and Transmitter to subscriber devices periodically, and
the receiver listens to the messages constantly. In the interactive
mode, a subscriber’s receiver must be authenticated first to obtain
the entitlement service. While he/she wants to obtain a service, his/
her device sends a subscription and authentication messages to a
HES. After the authentication and subscription being validated, HES
delivers the service messages which include rights codes and
authentication messages via a SAS/SMS, Encrypter, MUX, Scram-
bler and Transmitter to this subscriber device. Then, the subscriber
can use his/her private key, authentication key and entitlement
data to obtain the service.
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Figure 1. The structure of CAS in general mobile pay-TV system.
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To provide secured access services of pay-TV systems, several
studies have been proposed. For instance Lee et al. (2000) proposed
a privacy and nonrepudiation authentication protocol for pay-TV
systems by employing a digital signature in 2000. Song and Korba
(2003) proposed an e-ticket authentication protocol for pay-TV
systems in 2003. However, Lee et al.’s protocol has been found that
their protocol protects only the subscriber’s privacy, but not HES.
Furthermore, Lee et al.’s protocol performed inefficient using digital
signature techniques (Song and Korba, 2003). Later Scott et al.
(2006), Sun et al. (2008) and Sun and Leu (2009) pointed out that
Song and Korba’s protocol which employs authentication using
e-ticket which is based on RSA (Rivest et al., 1978) for public key
cryptosystem is inefficient and is unsuitable for mobile pay-TV
systems. Later, Yang and Chang (2009) proposed an authentication
protocol using elliptic curves cryptography (ECC) for access control
in 2009. They claimed that their mechanism is secure and efficient
using in mobile pay-TV systems.

However, Yang and Chang’s protocol is still insecure for
authentication without password protection. Furthermore, ECC-
based methods (Gupta et al., 2004b; Gura et al., 2004; Han et al.,
2002; Liao and Wang, 2010; Scott et al., 2006) still needs a cubic
polynomial elliptic curve cryptography computation cost for
calculating private and public keys.

According to the above descriptions, we summarize the require-
ments of the authentication mechanism for MPTV, which a protocol
should have the following.
1.
 Efficiency: In mobile pay-TV systems, low power consumption
for a mobile device is one of the most important issues for
mobile device designing. A viewer hopes that he/she can obtain
his/her service anywhere for a long time. Thus, the power
consumption management is significant for extending the
executing time of the mobile device. Reduction of computation
cost can reach the goal of low power consumption for a mobile
device.
2.
 Anonymity: The anonymous authentication of mobile pay-TV is
an important security issue because it can protect the privacy of
a user’s information and identification.
3.
 Mutual authentication: To protect the security of users and
servers of the service provider, an authentication mechanism
should promise the security of users and servers in an insecure
environment. A protocol designed for mobile pay-TV should
provide a mutual authentication for the user and server of the
service provider to guarantee that all verified objects are secured.

In this paper, we offer an efficient mutual authentication mechan-
ism to solve the heavy computation load and resist the insecure risks.
In addition, our protocol provides the properties of dynamic ID based
authentication for anonymity and hand-off authentication using
smart cards.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related works. Section 3 presents a cryptanalysis of
Yang and Chang’s authentication mechanism. Section 4 presents a
novel anonymous authentication protocol for mobile pay-TV
systems. The security and performance analysis are in Section 5.
Finally, the conclusion is made in Section 6.
2. Related works

2.1. An overview of mobile pay-TV systems

Pay-TV systems provide a viewer demand for a range of services
in the competitive prices and freedom of choice to switch to any
program or service via wire or wireless environment. Convenience
is one of the most important factors. For instance, a viewer hopes
that he/she can obtain his/her request anytime and anywhere.
Hence, mobility service is essential for pay-TV systems. Authenti-
cation is a mechanism which protects a consumer using system’s
service securely in an insecure environment, e.g., mobile pay-TV
systems. Several studies have proposed methods for the mobile
pay-TV system’s authentication. In 2009, Yang and Chang proposed
an authentication protocol for the mobile device and remote server
authentication using ECC. We explain as follows.

2.2. ECC based authentication protocol

Yang and Chang proposed an ECC based authentication protocol
for mobile devices. We state the elliptic curve cryptography based
authentication protocol as follows.
2.2.1. ECC protocol

An elliptic curve is a cubic equation of the form

E : y2þa1xyþa3y¼ x3þa2x2þa4xþa6

where a1, a2, a3, a4 and a6 are real number. ECC employs elliptic
curve characteristic to complete key exchange. ECC defines a
singular elliptic curve E over Fp to be an equation of form, where
E : y2 ¼ ðx3þaxþbÞmodp with a,bAFP fulfilling ð4a3þ27bÞmod
pa0 and EðFPÞ ¼ ðx,yÞ : x,yAFP ,y2 ¼ x3þaxþb

� �
[ Yf g. We define

E(FP) as the finite set of points in the elliptic group and Y as the
infinite one. The points of EðFPÞmust fulfill the elliptic curve addition
algorithm. We sketch the summary (Girault, 1991; Koblitz, 1987;
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Menezes et al., 1997; Miller, 1986; Petersen et al., 1997) of ECC as
follows:
i.
 Considering the elliptic curve addition algorithm, a value of n is
a very large prime number such that n� P¼Y. We select a
nonce nE (nEAZn

q ) where nEon and compute Q as Q ¼ nE � P.
The elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) is hard to
determine nE given P and Q.
ii.
 The user UA selects a private key rA (rAAZn
q , rAon) and computes

the public key QA as QA ¼ rA � P. UA sends QA to the user UB.

iii.
 UB selects a private key rB (rBAZn

q , rBon) and computes the
public key QB as QB ¼ rB � P.
UB sends QB to UA.
iv.
 UA can compute key KA¼rA�QB and UB can compute key
KB¼rB�QA where KB¼KA;
For example, consider the following elliptic curve:

y2 ¼ x3þaxþbðmodpÞ ð1Þ

y2 ¼ x3�4 ð2Þ

That is a¼0, b¼�4 and p¼211. The elliptic curve group
generated by above elliptic curve is then

EP(a, b)¼E211(0, �4). UA can compute key KA¼rA�QB and UB can
compute key KB¼rB�QA as follows:
i.
 Let the generator point E(FP)¼(2, 2) (for 1rPr211).

ii.
 UA selects a private key rA¼203 and computes the public key QA as

QA ¼ rA � P¼ ð203Þ � ð2,2Þ ¼ ð130,203Þ

UA sends QA to the user UB.

iii.
 UB selects a private key rB¼121 and computes the public key QB

as

QB ¼ rB � P¼ ð121Þð2,2Þ ¼ ð115,48Þ

UB sends QB to the user UA.

iv.
 KA¼rA�QB¼(121)� (130,203)¼(161,169)

KB¼rB�QA¼(203)� (115,48)¼(161,169)
The elliptic curve key has been built up.

2.2.2. Yang and Chang’s authentication protocol

Yang and Chang’s authentication mechanism consists of three
phases namely: initialization, user registration and mutual authen-
tication with key agreement phase. We describe as follows.
A.
 Initialization phase
The remote server S performs the following computations:
(1) Chooses an elliptic curve equation EP (a, b) with order n.
(2) Selects a base point P with the order n over EP (a, b), where n

is a large number for the security considerations. And then, S

computes its private/public key pair (qs, Qs) where Qs¼qsP.

(3) Chooses three one-way hash functions H1(.), H2(.) and H3(.),
where H1(.): {0, 1}-Gp, H2(.):{0,1}-Zn

P and H3(.):{0,1}-Zn
P

(Gp denotes a cyclic addition group of P).
(4) Stores qs as a private key and publishes message[EP (a, b), P,

H1(.), H2(.), H3(.),Qs].

B.
 User registration phase

(1) The user UA sends his identity IDA to the server S.
(2) S computes KIDA¼qSH1ðIDAÞAGp, where KIDA is UA’s

authentication key.
(3) S sends KIDA to UA over a secure channel.
(4) After receiving KIDA, UA checks whether KIDAP¼QSH1ðIDAÞ.

If it holds, UA keeps KIDA as a private key.

C.
 Mutual authentication with key agreement phase

(1) UA chooses a random point RA¼(xA, yA)AEP (a, b), where xA

and yA are x and y coordinating point of RA.
(2) UA computes t1 ¼H2ðT1Þ, MA¼RA+t1KIDA and RA

_

¼xAP at the
timestamp T1.

(3) UA sends message m1¼[T1, IDA, MA, RA

_

] to S.
(4) After receiving m1, S performs the following computations

to obtain QIDA¼(xQ, yQ) and R’A¼(x’A, y’A) of UA.
� QIDA¼H1(IDA)
� t1 ¼H2ðT1Þ

� R’A¼MA�qst1QIDA

(5) S verifies whether RA¼x’A P. If it holds, UA is authenticated by S.
(6) S chooses a random point RS¼(xS, yS)AEP(a b).
(7) S computes t2 ¼H2ðT2Þ, MS ¼ RSþt2qSQIDA, session key

k¼H3(xQ, xA, xS) and Mk¼(k+xS) at the timestamp T2.
(8) S sends message m2¼[T2, MS, Mk]to UA.
(9) After receiving m2, UA performs the following computa-

tions to obtain QIDA¼ (xQ, yQ) and R’S¼(x’S, y’S) of S.
� QIDA¼H1(IDA)
� t2 ¼H2ðT2Þ

� R’S¼MS�t2KIDA

(10) UA computes k’¼H3(xQ, xA, x’S) and M’k¼(k’+x’S) � P to verify
whether M’k¼Mk. If it holds, S is authenticated by UA.

(11) UA and S employ k as a session key for communication.
3. Cryptanalysis of Yang and Chang’s authentication protocol

Yang and Chang’s authentication method provides a session key
agreement for the users and server but there is no password protection
in their protocol. Password-based authentication protocols are widely
adopted for logging into the remote servers. They can provide
authentication between the client and the server to ensure the legality
of the user over an open network. Many schemes in this area have been
proposed such as Chen et al. (2010), Hsiang et al. (2009), Hsiang and
Shih (2009b), Khan et al. (in press), Wang et al. (2009), Yoon et al. (2004)
for the client–servers architecture and Hsiang and Shih (2009a), Lin
et al. (2003) for multi-servers architecture. Without password protec-
tion, Yang and Chang’s protocol exposes the user and system to the risk
of insider attack, impersonation attack, etc. We explain as follows:

3.1. Insider attack

If the privileged insider of the authentication server has the
knowledge of the user UA’s authentication key KIDA, he/she may try
to impersonate the user UA to access the authentication server.
Assuming an attacker obtains UA’s authentication key KIDA and IDA,
he/she can impersonate UA to access the authentication server just
selecting a random point RA’¼(xA’, yA’)AEP(a, b) and performing the
following steps of Yang and Chang’s protocol in the mutual
authentication with key agreement phase. The whole procedure
will succeed without any obstruction because the attacker employs
the authentication process using UA’s authentication key KIDA and
IDA without the protection of password.

3.2. Impersonation attack:

If an attacker has a legitimate user UA’s IDA, he/she just re-
register IDA to the server to obtain UA’s authentication key KIDA.
Then, he/she can impersonate UA to access the authentication
server without any obstruction.

Furthermore, Yang and Chang’s ECC-based authentication
method usually requires ECC metric computation cost to
encrypt/decrypt the cipher-text, which includes elliptic curve point
mapping with cubic polynomial equation E : y2 ¼ ðx3þaxþbÞ, point
addition and point multiplication in ECC. It is not suitable for the
restricted resource of mobile pay-TV systems. According to Gupta
et al. (2004a), Gura et al. (2004), Han et al. (2002) and Scott et al.
(2006) studies, the polynomial computation cost for private key
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and public key with elliptic curve cryptography is considerably
higher than the hash function.

In this paper, we propose a novel more efficient secret authen-
tication mechanism with hash for mobile devices, for instance, the
mobile TV using in pay-TV systems.
4. A novel anonymous authentication protocol (AAP) for MPTV

There are four phases in our authentication method which
includes initialization, issue, subscription and hand-off phase. A user
Ui can register to an MPTV service provider’s subscriber database
server (DBS) of HES via SAS/SMS. DBS saves Ui’s identity IDi for service
at initialization phase. An MPTV service provider can authenticate a
legitimate user by broadcasting a service code Rt and authenticate a
legitimate user’s rights by mutual authenticating a verifying code y
and service rights code g at the issue and subscription phase.

When a mobile device (MS) moves to a new coverage area, HES
of the previous area cannot provide services anymore to that
device. As a consequence, a hand-off occurs, and the mobile device
(MS) needs to perform re-authentication. The proposed protocol is
described as follows.

4.1. Initialization phase

This phase is invoked whenever user Ui registers to the subscribers’
database server (DBS) of HES via SAS/SMS and the DBS saves Ui’s
identity IDi. Many pay-TV systems can provide the services via wire,
for instance, set-top-box (STB) with wire (Shirazi et al., 2010) or
wireless communication, this paper propose the initialization phase
using STB as a secure channel which usually is provided or assigned a
STB ID by the pay-TV system providers for registration and payment.
The following steps are performed to complete this phase:
(1)
 Ui chooses his/her IDi and pwi and generates a random number
b for calculating PWB¼h(pwi�b). Then, Ui submits IDi and PWB

to the pay-TV system server S.

(2)
 S checks the database whether his/her IDi is already in the

database or not. If IDi is already in the database, S checks
whether Ui performs a re-registration or not. If Ui performs a re-
registration then S sets IDi’s registration number N¼N+1 and
updates IDi and N in the database otherwise S suggests Ui to
choose another IDi. If IDi is not in the database then S sets N¼0
and stores values of IDi and N in the database.
(3)
 S calculates K¼h(IDi�PWB), Q¼h(UD99x)�PWB and R¼h

(PWB99IDi)�h(y). (Here UD¼h(IDi99N), y is the secret key of
the remote server stored in the hash function and x is the secret
key of S.)
(4)
 S issues a smart card containing [K,R,Q]to Ui over a secure
channel.
(5)
 Ui stores the random number b on the smart card. Such that the
smart card contains [K,R,Q,b].
4.2. Issue phase

Assume that Ui’s MSi (MSi denotes a mobile subscriber device of
Ui) asks a service Rt and the kth HES performs this authentication
process of issue phase for Ui to obtain a right code yi. The
statements are described as follows:
(1)
 Ui entries his/her IDi and PWi in order to login for obtaining the
service, MSi performs the following computations:
� Calculates PWB¼h(pwi�b) and h(IDi�PWB) to verify

whether K¼h(IDi�PWB). If it does not hold, MSi terminates
the request.
� Calculates P¼Q�PWB and h(y)¼h(PWB99IDi)�R.

� Generates a random number ni and calculates Ri¼Rt�

h(y99ni), CIDi¼ IDi�h(y99T199ni) and Ci¼h(P99CIDi99T199ni).
Here T1 is the current timestamp.
� Sends the message m¼[Ri,Ci,CIDi,T1,ni] to HES.
(2)
 HES receives the message at the timestamp T2 and performs the
following computations:
� Checks the validity of (T2�T1)rDT (here DT denotes the

expected valid time interval for transmission delay). If it
does not hold, HES terminates the request.
� Calculates IDi¼CIDi�h(y99T199ni) and verifies if IDi is a valid

user’s identity. If it does not hold, HES terminates the login
request, otherwise HES checks the value of N in the database
and calculates P’¼h(UD99x)¼h(h(IDi99N)99x).
� Calculates Ci’¼h(P’99CIDi99T199ni) and checks whether Ci’¼Ci.

If they are equal, HES accepts Ui ’s request of authentication.
� Calculates Rt¼Ri�h(y99ni).
� Then, HES chooses a token yi for Ui and stores into DBS,

calculates Di¼h(P’99CIDi99T299ni) and Ei¼yi�h(P’99T299ni).
� Broadcasts the mutual authentication message m2¼[Di, Ei,

T2].

(3)
 After receiving message m2 at the time T3, Ui checks the validity

of (T3�T2)rDT. If it does not hold, Ui terminates the request.
Otherwise, Ui executes the following operations to authenti-
cate HES.
� Calculates Di’¼h(P99CIDi99T299ni) and checks whether

Di’¼Di. If they are equal, Ui accepts HES’s request of mutual
authentication.
� Ui calculates the certified token yi¼Ei�h(P99T299ni) as the

authentication session key to get service of the pay-TV
system.
4.3. Subscription phase

After Ui obtaining a right code yi, Ui’s MSi asks a service Rt using yi

and the kth HES performs this authentication process. The state-
ments are described as follows:
(4)
 Ui entries his/her IDi and PWi in order to login for obtain the
service, MSi performs the following computations:
� Calculates PWB¼h(pwi�b) and h(IDi�PWB) to verify

whether K¼h(IDi�PWB). If it does not hold, MSi terminates
the request.
� Calculates P¼Q�PWB and h(y)¼h(PWB99IDi)�R.

� Generates a random number ni and calculates Ri¼yi�

h(y99ni), CIDi¼ IDi�h(y99T199ni) and Ci¼h(P99CIDi99T199ni).
Here T1 is the current timestamp.
� Sends the message m¼[Ri,Ci,CIDi,T1,ni]to HES.
(5)
 HES receives the message at the timestamp T2 and performs the
following computations:
� Checks the validity of (T2�T1)rDT (here DT denotes the

expected valid time interval for transmission delay). If it
does not hold, HES terminates the request.
� Calculates IDi¼CIDi�h(y99T199ni) and verifies if IDi is a valid

user’s identity. If it does not hold, HES terminates the login
request, otherwise HES checks the value of N in the database
and calculates P’¼h(UD99x)¼h(h(IDi99N)99x).
� Calculates Ci’¼h(P’99CIDi99T199ni) and checks whether Ci’¼Ci.

If they are equal, HES accepts Ui ’s request of authentication.
� Calculates yi¼Ri�h(y99ni)
� Then, HES chooses a token gi for Ui, and calculates Di¼h(P’99-

CIDi99T299ni) and Ei¼gi�h(P’99T299ni).
� Broadcasts the mutual authentication message m2¼[Di, Ei, T2].
(6)
 After receiving message m2 at the time T3, Ui checks the
validity of (T3�T2)rDT. If it does not hold, Ui terminates the
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request. Otherwise, Ui executes the following operations to
authenticate HES.
� Calculates Di’¼h(P99CIDi99T299ni) and checks whether

Di’¼Di. If they are equal, Ui accepts HES’s request of mutual
authentication.
� Ui calculates the certified token gi¼Ei�h(P99T299ni) as the

authentication session key to get service of the pay-TV
system.
4.4. Hand-off phase

When MSi moves to a new coverage area that older HES cannot
support such that a hand-off occurs, the MSi needs to perform re-
authentication without re-login. The statements are described as
follows:
(1)
 MSi performs the following computations:
� Generates a new random number ni and calculates

Zi¼yi�h(y99ni), CIDi¼ IDi�h(y99T199ni) and Ci¼h(P99CIDi99ni).
Here T1 is the current timestamp.
� Sends the message m¼[Zi,Ci,CIDi,T1,ni]to HES.
(2)
 HES receives the messages at the timestamp T2 and performs
the following computations:
� Checks the validity of (T2�T1)rDT. If it does not hold, HES

terminates the request.
� Calculates IDi¼CIDi�h(y99T199ni) and verifies if IDi is a valid

user’s identity. If it does not hold, HES terminates the login
request, otherwise HES checks the value of N in the database
and calculates P’¼h(UD99x)¼h(h(IDi99N)99x).
� Calculates Ci’¼h(P’99CIDi99T199ni) and checks whether Ci’¼Ci.

If they are equal, HES accepts Ui ’s request of authentication.
� Calculates yi¼Zi�h(y99ni) for verifying Ui’s request of

service.
� Then, HES chooses an authentication session key gi, calcu-

lates Di¼h(P’99CIDi99T299ni) and Fi¼gi�h(P’99T299ni).
� Broadcasts the mutual authentication message m2¼[Di, Fi, T2].
(3)
 After receiving message m2 at the time T3, Ui checks the validity
of (T3�T2)rDT. If it does not hold, Ui terminates the request.
Otherwise, Ui executes the following operations to authenti-
cate HES.
� Calculates Di’¼h(P99CIDi99T299ni) and checks whether

Di’¼Di. If they are equal, Ui accepts HES’s request of mutual
authentication.
� Ui calculates the authentication session key gi¼Fi�h

(P99T299ni) to obtain new HES’s service.
5. Security and performance analysis

In this section, we discuss the security of our proposed protocol.

5.1. Security analysis

Several studies have discussed the security issues of remote user
authentication. We make a summary of the security requests from
the standards and studies (Camenisch and Lysyanskaya, 2003;
Chen et al., in press; ETSI, 2004, 2005; Gardikis et al., 2008; Yang
et al., 2010; Hsiang and Shih, 2009a, b; Khan et al., in press;
Kornfeld and May, 2007; Lee et al., 2000; Pequeno et al., 2010;
Rocha et al., 2010; Tamura and Miyaji, 2003; Chen and Shih, 2010;
Yoon et al., 2004) and provide a theorem for our protocol to
certificate the security requests.

Lemma 1. Our protocol, shown in Section 4, provides a resistance to

replay attack.
Proof. If an attacker wants to reply the messages which have been
eavesdropped from middle way to attack the pay-TV system, the
result is clear that he/she cannot succeed because there is the
random nonce numbers ni in each long-term secret cipher and ni is
different in each authentication session. Furthermore, if the
attacker replays the message to impersonate the user Ui, the server
HES will check the expected valid time interval for transmission
delay DT. Thus, the replay attack cannot succeed. &

Lemma 2. Our protocol, shown in Section 4, provides a resistance to

offline password guessing attack.

Proof. There are two variables pwi and b in password protection. A
legitimate user Ui uses PWB¼h(pwi�b) to register the authentica-
tion server HES in the registration phase, and calculates PWB for the
authentication and password change phase. Our protocol can resist
offline guessing attack. &

Lemma 3. Our protocol, shown in Section 4, provides a resistance to

impersonation attack.

Proof. For successfully complete the impersonation attack, an
attacker must know Ui’s password to pass the verification in login
phase and interpret verification message correctly for mutual authen-
tication. The attacker cannot masquerade as a legitimate user Ui even if
he/she is a legitimate user, he/she cannot masquerade as Ui without
Ui’s password or forgery the same messages sending to the authenti-
cation server in the issue, subscription and hand-off phase. &

Lemma 4. Our protocol, shown in Section 4, provides a resistance to

forgery attack.

Proof. When an attacker try to forge the valid message codes, for
instance, Ci, CIDi, Di, Ei, etc., he/she must know the secret key y

within the hash function and the secret key x, yi and gi which are
selected by HES to construct all the transaction messages. It is
impossible for any attacker to complete the mission. Thus, our
protocol resists forgery attack. &

Lemma 5. Our protocol, shown in Section 4, provides a resistance to

man-in-the middle attack.

Proof. Our proposed protocol provides the cipher message codes,
for instance, Ci, CIDi, Di, Ei, etc., which includes the timestamp,
random number, the secret code x and y, which makes our protocol
achieving mutual authentication and securing against the attacker
to cheat the user or the server by eavesdropping the messages in
the middle to forge or replay the messages. &

Lemma 6. Our protocol, shown in Section 4, provides a resistance to

insider attack.

Proof. It is common practice that many users apply same pass-
words to access different applications for their convenience. If the
privileged insider of HES has the knowledge of a legitimate user’s
(Ui) password, he/she may try to impersonate the user Ui to access
other applications. &

Our proposed protocol can resist an insider attack. The details
are described as follows:
1.
 Assume that a privileged insiderLof HES has the knowledge of a
legitimate user’s (Ui) password pwi and IDi, and tries to login for
obtaining a service.
2.
 L employs a login procedure using pwi and a random number b’.
3.
 L calculates PWB’¼h(pwi�b’) and h(IDi�PWB’) to verify
whether K¼h(IDi�PWB’) (where Ui’s parameter K¼h(IDi�PWB)
has been stored in his/her smart card).
4.
 L’s login procedure cannot pass the verification of K¼h(IDi�

PWB’) because he/she does not has the knowledge of Ui’s



Table 1
The communication cost of the related protocols.

Communication cost

of authentication

Ours Yang–Chang Song–Korba Lee et al.

Issue and subscription phases 16th 8th+2ê+6 PM+2 PA 8Ê 9Ê
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random number b which Ui stores b in the smart card after he/
she has received and verified his/her smart card.
5.
 There are two parameters to protect our protocol security.

Further, Our proposed protocol provides Ui registers the
authority using cipher code PWB¼h(pwi�b) over a secret channel,
which avoids an inherent risk of password stolen. Furthermore, in
our protocol, Ui’s authentication key KIDA is not stored in HES, the
privileged insider of HES cannot try to impersonate the user Ui to
access the authentication server. Thus, our protocol resists insider
attack.

Lemma 7. Our protocol, shown in Section 4, provides a mutual

authentication.

Proof. Mutual authentication is an important feature for a ver-
ification service resisting to server spoofing attack. Our protocol
provides a mutual authentication for the user Ui and server HES. Ui

can authenticate HES by means of the cipher message code Di to
check whether Di¼h(P99CIDi99T299ni). Further, HES can authenticate
Ui by means of the cipher message code Ci to check whether
Ci¼h(P’99CIDi99T199ni). Thus, our protocol provides mutual authen-
tication service and resists server spoofing attack. &

Lemma 8. Our protocol, shown in Section 4, provides an anonymous

authentication.

Proof. An anonymity feature of users is authenticating servers
cannot find out anything about a user from a credentials which is
encrypted and transferred with or without the identity, except
authenticating servers can decrypt a credentials with a secret key
or private key which is only generated by verifying organizations.
Accordance with Yang et al.’s, Li et al.’s and Tamura et al.’s research
(Li et al., 2009; Guomin et al., 2010; Tamura and Miyaji, 2003), the
proposed protocol provides a user’s anonymous request. A user Ui

can send an anonymous identity CIDi¼ IDi�h(y99ni99T1) to a remote
server S for each login request and IDi is encrypted by the time-
stamp T1, random number ni and secret key y. Therefore, S can only
obtain IDi by means of T1, ni and secret key y during the remote
server S’s decryption procedure but an intruder cannot obtain IDi

without secret key y. Furthermore, CIDi varies at each login request
because it is encrypted by T1 and ni which vary at each login
attempt. &

Theorem 1. Our protocol, shown in Section 4, provides resistance

to six kinds of attacking behaviors and two authentication

characteristics.

Proof. The proofs for the six kinds of attacking behaviors are
shown in Lemmas 1–6. In addition, the proofs for authentication
characteristic are shown in Lemmas 7 and 8. &

5.2. Performance analysis

For comparing performance of communication cost with Yang
and Chang’s protocol, we define the notation th as the hash
computation time, Ê as a modular exponentiation, ê as an elliptic
curve (EC) computation operation, PM as point multiplication and
PA as point multiplication in ECC for private key and public key
computation. According to Yang and Chang’s research and Gupta
et al. (2004a), Gura et al. (2004), Han et al. (2002), Liao and Wang
(2010) and Scott et al. (2006), Ê, ê, PM and PA are considerably
higher than th.

In this paper, we compare the cost of mutual authentication
with key agreement phase which is the major computation of
authentication process. In the mutual authentication phase which
includes issue and subscription phases, our protocol requires 16th.
However, Yang and Chang’s protocol needs eight hash functions,
two elliptic curve computation operations, six multiplications and
four point additions. Song’s scheme needs 8 modular exponentia-
tion operations and Lee’s scheme needs 9 modular exponentiation
operations. The comparison of related protocols is shown in
Table 1. Furthermore, in the hand-off phase which is a mutual
authentication method, the cost of computation only requires 12th

without re-login operations.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed elliptic curve cryptography
based authentication protocol (Yang and Chang’s protocol) for
mobile pay-TV. Since MPTV needs more efficient methods to
perform mutual authentication in an insecure network environ-
ment, we use a hash-based mechanism to accomplish the request.
The proposed protocol is highly efficient and provides secured
mutual authentication. Lastly, it not only inherits the merits of
hash-based mechanism but also provides dynamic ID based
authentication and hand-off authentication for MPTV with higher
security.
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